Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland - The Ballet
“Curiouser and Curiouser!”

(Pueblo, Colo.-April 3, 2019) You may have read the book - you may have seen the movie - but have you ever really experienced the magic? Follow the Sangre de cristo Ballet down the rabbit hole as they present a story based on Lewis Carroll’s timeless tale, “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.” This production features a musical score by esteemed composer of state and screen Joby Talbot, and original choreography by the Sangre de Cristo Ballet. According to Artistic Director Nan Wainwright, “The dancers are enjoying the process of creating some of the comedic roles. Laughter fill the studios when these characters are brought to life.”

The production is sure to keep audiences captivated as Alice dances her way through Wonderland. The audience will meet memorable characters such as the White Rabbit, Cheshire Cat, Mad Hatter, the malevolent Red Queen, and other members of a colorful cast reminiscent of Carroll’s eccentric imagination. The Sangre de Cristo Ballet will have you reliving this childhood favorite!

Showtimes are Saturday, April 13 at 7:30 PM and Sunday, April 14 at 2:00 PM.

Ticket are $15 ($12 for Arts Center Members), available now by calling the Arts Center at 719-295-7200, at the box office or by visiting online at sdc-arts.org.

About the Sangre de Cristo Arts Center:
The cultural hub of Southern Colorado, the Sangre de Cristo Arts Center gives visitors the tools to think and act creatively through a three building complex including seven galleries offering the best in historic and contemporary art by artists of local, regional and national renown. The Arts Center offers the Buell Children’s Museum, recognized as the second-best for art by Child magazine, a 500-seat theater featuring a variety of performing arts programs, both local and national, and two gift shops. Over 100 fine arts, dance, and leisure classes are available quarterly providing unique offerings to everyone from children to adults of all skill levels. Admission to the Arts Center is $8 for adults, $6 for children, seniors 65+, and military. For more information, please call 719-295-7200; stop by the Arts Center located at 210 N. Santa Fe Ave., just off of I-25, exit 98B, or visit online at www.sdc-arts.org.
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